Across
4. We eat ____ every night at six.
5. The gift box had a very ____ ribbon.
8. Bugs, flowers, and trees are part of ____.
10. This wonderful rainbow will ____ you.
12. My mother works in an ____ downtown.
14. Horses are pulling a ____ of hay.
15. The roof gave us ____ from the rain.
18. I was ____ to leave the party.
19. The shiny bowl is made of ____.
20. Jan will ____ the pie into six pieces.

Down
1. Your bus will be here in just a ____.
2. Breakfast will be eggs, toast and ____.
3. Our family ate lunch in a ____.
4. Marching bands led the ____.
7. Everyone knows this ____ movie star.
9. I sat ____ in a big waiting room.
11. A picture can ____ a special moment.
13. I hit my leg on the ____ of the table.
16. Will you offer a ____ for the lost cat?
17. My feet hurt in these ____ shoes.